Abstract-One of the popular measures of central tendency that provides better representation and interesting insights of the data compared to the other measures like mean and median is the metric mode. If the analytical form of the density function is known, mode is an argument of the maximum value of the density function and one can apply the optimization techniques to find mode. In many of the practical applications, the analytical form of the density is not known and only the samples from the distribution are available. Most of the techniques proposed in the literature for estimating the mode from the samples assume that all the samples are available beforehand. Moreover, some of the techniques employ computationally expensive operations like sorting. In this work we provide a computationally effective, online iterative algorithm that estimates the mode of a unimodal smooth density given only the samples generated from the density. Asymptotic convergence of the proposed algorithm using an ordinary differential equation (ODE) based analysis is provided. We also prove the stability of estimates by utilizing the concept of regularization. Experimental results further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many metrics that are used to represent the central tendency of the data. Among them, the popular ones are mean, median and mode. Mean is extensively studied due to its simplicity, linearity and ease of estimation via sample averages. However mean is susceptible to outliers. For example, when we are estimating the mean from a finite number of samples, one bad outlier can shift the estimate far away from the original mean. Also, in some of the applications, mean may not be the desired quantity to analyze. For example, it is often interesting to know the income that majority of the population in a country earns rather than the average income of the country which is a skewed quantity.
In this work, we focus on finding the mode of a distribution when the analytical form of it is not known. That is, we are given only the samples of the distribution and we need to estimate the mode from these samples. We first discuss some of the works that have been reported in the literature for estimating the mode. This problem of estimation of the mode of a unimodal density has been first considered in [1] . In [1] a sequence of density functions is iteratively constructed from the samples and the respective modes are calculated as maximum likelihood estimates. It is shown that these estimates of mode converge in probability to the actual mode.
We can broadly classify the solution techniques of mode estimation problem into two groups. The first group comprises a non-parametric way of estimating the mode where the mode is estimated directly from the sample data without constructing the density function. The second group of methods comprises the parametric way of estimation in which the density function is approximately constructed and the mode is computed using optimization techniques.
In [2] , a non-parametric estimator (popularly known as Grenander's estimate) for estimating the mode directly from the samples is proposed. The later developments of mode estimation methods are based on the idea that the mode is situated at the center of an interval of selected length that contains majority of observed points. A sequence of nested intervals and intermediate mode estimates is constructed based on the above described idea and mode is taken to be the point that these intermediate estimates of mode converge to. Different ways of selecting the interval lengths are studied in [3] , [4] along with their convergence properties. A variant of this idea involves selecting the interval of shortest length that contains some desired number of points instead of deciding the lengths of interval. The estimation methods in [5] - [7] are based on this idea. Detailed survey of the above discussed techniques along with their robustness is extensively studied in [8] , [9] .
In [10] , a parametric method of estimating the mode is proposed. The idea here is to fit the samples to a normal distribution. Then the mode is estimated by calculating the mean of this fitted normal distribution. This idea is recently extended to find the multivariate mode in [11] . In [12] , multivariate mean shift algorithm is proposed for estimating the multivariate mode from the samples. The idea here is to iteratively shift the estimated mode towards the actual mode using Gaussian kernels. In [13] , minimum volume peeling method is proposed to estimate the multivariate mode from the sample data. The idea here is to iteratively construct subsets of the set of samples with minimum volume and discard the remaining points. The mode is then calculated by averaging the points in the constructed subset. This is based on the observation that mode is generally situated in the minimum volume set of a given fixed number of samples. An effective way of selecting the subset of points is discussed in [13] .
Most of the algorithms considered in the literature so far make the assumption that all the samples are available upfront. These techniques cannot be extended to the case of streaming data where the samples arrive online one at a time. Also, the non-parametric techniques (refer [9] ) require the samples to be in a sorted order. Our proposed algorithm is fundamentally different from the above algorithms in the sense that ours is an online algorithm that works with the data as it becomes available. This enables us to work with online samples without storing them in the memory. Also, we do not resort to any computationally expensive operations like sorting. In addition, our algorithm works for both univariate and multivariate distributions. We provide a convergence analysis of our proposed technique and show the robustness of our technique using simulation results.
Our work is closest to [14] . In [14] a gradient-like recursive procedure for estimating the mode is proposed and convergence is provided utilizing the theory of martingales. In our work to mitigate the lack of analytical form of density, we construct a kernel based representation (refer section II) of the density function and use stochastic gradient ascent to calculate mode. Our work is different from [14] in the following ways.
• Our proposed algorithm is based on assumptions different from those of [14] . Moreover, we prove the stability of the mode estimates by introducing the concept of regularization [15] .
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm by providing empirical evaluation on well-known distributions.
• Our convergence proof utilizes the well-known ODE based analysis of stochastic approximation algorithms [16] . To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work that makes use of ODE based analysis in the context of mode estimation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the necessary background and preliminaries. We provide the motivation for our work as well as present our algorithm in Section III. Section IV describes the convergence analysis. Section V presents the results of our numerical experiments. Finally Section VI presents conclusions and future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
To begin, suppose we have a probability space (Ω, F , P) and a random vector X : Ω → R p with a smooth density function f (x). A mode of the random vector X is defined as an argument of the maximum of f. Suppose we have a unique mode i.e. f has a unique maximizer then the mode is a measure of central tendency of the distribution of X. A natural problem that arises is the estimation of the mode given a sequence of independent and identically distributed samples of X denoted by X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n . In what follows we provide necessary formal definitions and prove some properties that are utilized in the motivation and the convergence of our proposed algorithm to solve this problem.
A. Approximation of Identity
Definition 1: The convolution of two functions u and v on R p is defined as
For a given function K the family of functions {K ǫ |ǫ > 0} is called approximation of the identity.
Again for statement 2, let y = x/ǫ and choose δ > 0. Now
|K(y)|dy
Since R p |K(t)|dt < ∞ and δ/ǫ → ∞ as ǫ → 0, the proof is complete. Theorem 1: Let u ǫ := u * K ǫ , where R p K = 1, and
Proof: Let u be continuous at x. By the definition of continuity, given η > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
from Lemma 1 and hypothesis we have,
The third term approaches zero with ǫ by Lemma 1. It is enough to show that the second term approaches zero. From the hypothesis |K(x)| = µ(x)||x|| −p for some non-negative µ(x) where µ(x) → 0 as ||x|| → ∞. We have
Again from the hypothesis µ
This concludes the proof.
Then ∇u ǫ → ∇u as ǫ → 0 at each point of continuity of ∇u. Here the convolution, ∇u * K ǫ , is performed component wise.
Proof: The result is obtained by applying Theorem 1 to each component of ∇u.
B. Stochastic Optimization
Stochastic optimization [17] deals with the study of iterative algorithms of the type
Here x k ∈ R p , k ≥ 0 are the parameters that are updated according to (1) . The function h : R p → R is an underlying cost function whose maximum we are interested in finding. Also, a k , k ≥ 0 is a prescribed step-size sequence. Further, N k+1 , k ≥ 0 constitute the noise terms. We state here a theorem that is utilized in the convergence analysis of our algorithm. Consider the following assumptions [18] , [19] . A1. The step-sizes a k , k ≥ 0 satisfy the requirements:
A2. The sequence N k , k ≥ 0 is a martingale difference sequence with respect to the following increasing sequence of sigma fields:
Thus, in particular, ∀k ≥ 0,
Further N k , k ≥ 0 are square integrable and
for a given constant C > 0. A3. The function ∇h :
has the origin as the unique globally stable equilibrium [20] . Consider the ordinary differential equatioṅ
Let H denote the compact set of asymptotically stable equilibrium points of the ODE (3). Theorem 2: Under (A1)-(A4), sup n x n < ∞ (stability) a.s. Further x k → H almost surely as k → ∞.
Proof: Follows as a consequence of Theorem 2 and 7 of [18] .
III. MOTIVATION AND ALGORITHM
In this section we motivate and present our iterative algorithm for estimating the mode of a unimodal density. The idea of computing the mode is described below. Let f denote the unimodal density function. As mode is the maximizer of the density function, we can estimate the mode by gradient ascent as follows:
where a n and m n are the step-size and current mode estimate, respectively at time n.
We introduce a function g defined as follows:
where λ > 0 is the regularization coefficient [15] . The idea is to find a m that maximizes the function g(m). This is done to maintain the stability of the estimates in our algorithm (refer proposition 3 in Section IV). Therefore the gradient ascent update is performed as follows:
It remains to be shown that solution obtained using this update equation (7) converges to the mode obtained using the update equation (4) It is easy to see thatm
From the continuity of arg max(.) function given by the Maximum Theorem [21] we have as λ → 0,
The update equation (7), however needs the information of ∇f (m n ), which is not known. We therefore make use of the ideas in the section II to estimate ∇f (m) as follows. To make the notations easy, we replace m n with m and derive ∇f (m). Applying Corollary 1 to ∇f with the kernel K we get for small ǫ > 0
By the properties of convolution
Note that there are several valid choices of functions K (also called kernels) to obtain approximation of identity. Now, (7) can be re-written using stochastic gradient ascent as follows:
where X n+1 is the sample obtained at time n + 1.
In the following table, we indicate some of the popular kernels [22] .
Name of the Kernel
Analytical Form
TABLE I EXAMPLES OF KERNELS
It is easily verified that the kernels defined in Table I satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 1. The full algorithm for estimating the mode from online streaming data is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Calculation of the mode
Input: λ: A small regularization coefficient. X n+1 : Sample input at time n + 1. m n : Current estimate of mode Output: mode m n+1 estimated from samples
1: procedure MODE(X n+1 , m n , a n ) 2:
m n+1 = m n + a n d n+1
4:
return m n Let m 0 denote an initial mode estimate and ǫ, a small constant. The algorithm works as follows. At time n + 1, the algorithm takes as input the current mode estimate m n and the sample X n+1 . It then computes the direction d n+1 and updates current approximation of the mode m n along d n+1 as shown in step 2. The output of the algorithm is the updated mode estimate computed from samples obtained so far, i.e., X 1 , ...X n+1 . We prove the convergence of the algorithm in the next section.
IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
Let F k = σ(m j , 0 ≤ j ≤ k; X j , 0 < j ≤ k), k ≥ 0 be a sequence of sigma fields. Observe that F k forms a filtration.
under the assumption that ∇K ǫ is Lipschitz continuous. Now the basic algorithm can be written as
is a mean zero term. Also, N k+1 constitutes a martingale difference sequence (see proof of Proposition 1). Here E[.] is the expectation with respect to the density f.
Our convergence analysis rests on Theorem 2. Our algorithm is in the form of the general iterative scheme (1) with
We choose Gaussian kernel for our analysis of the algorithm. Similar analysis can be carried out for other choice of kernels. We validate the assumptions of Theorem 2 and apply them below.
The choice a k = 1/k, k ≥ 1 assures assumption A1. The following proposition validates assumption A2.
for all n ≥ 0 and for some C > 0. Proof: It is easy to see that
The first inequality follows from the simple identity (a − b) 2 ≤ 2(a 2 + b 2 ), while the second inequality follows from a simple application of Jensen's inequality. Since the higher derivatives and in particular Hessian of K ǫ is bounded, it follows that ∇K ǫ is Lipschitz continuous. We have
where L > 0 is the Lipschitz constant. Hence for all m,
where
This completes the proof.
The following lemma is useful in proving assumption A3 (see Proposition 2).
Also ∇K ǫ is analytic and has a power series expansion around m k . Using power series of ∇K ǫ , linearity of the expectation and independence of X k+1 from F k we obtain
Owing to Lemma 2 our iterative update (11) transforms into
) and we validate assumption A3 below.
Proposition 2: ∇f ǫ (m) − λm is Lipschitz continuous. Proof: Now for any x and y
where L is the Lipschitz constant of ∇K ǫ .
The following proposition proves assumption A4.
Proposition 3:
The ODEṁ = h ∞ (m) has the origin as its unique globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point.
Proof: From the definition of h ∞ (m), see assumption A4, we have
where the facts that e − cm−x 2 ǫ 2 ≤ 1 and R p xf (x)dx < ∞ are utilized. By the application of Dominated Convergence Theorem [22] we have
So we have that h ∞ (m) = −λm. Now for the systemṁ = h ∞ (m) = −λm, clearly origin is an equilibrium point. Also for any initial point m 0 , m(t) = m 0 exp(−λt) is the solution of the system and m(t) → 0 as t → ∞. Therefore origin is the unique globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point. This concludes the proof. Remark 1: Note that the regularization coefficient λ plays a key role in establishing the stability of mode estimates. To see the effect of regularization term consider the iterates m n+1 = m n + a n ∇f ǫ (m n ).
The h ∞ (.) corresponding to this update equation is identically 0 there by violating assumption A4. Consider now the following ODE:
LetH be the set of asymptotically stable equilibrium points of (13). Remark 2: From our assumptions as λ → 0,H → {m * } We have the following as our main result.
Theorem 3: m n obtained from Algorithm 1 satisfies m n − →H a.s.
Proof: The result follows from the foregoing and Theorem 2.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we discuss the numerical performance of our algorithm. We implement our algorithm on known popular distributions. We collect 10 6 samples from a known distribution and apply our algorithm for estimating the mode. The initial mode is selected as the average of initial 1000 points. We consider Gaussian kernel for univariate distributions and multivariate Gaussian kernel for bivariate normal and Dirchlet distributions (see Table I ) for our experiments. The regularization coefficient λ is chosen to be 10 −5 and ǫ is set to 1. We perform 100 runs of the experiment and estimated mode is calculated as the mean of modes obtained over the 100 runs. The following It is interesting to note that, though Exponential and Weibull densities are not smooth and do not satisfy our assumptions, the estimated mode obtained by our algorithm is closer to the actual mode.
In the Figure 1 , we inidicate the performance of our algorithm with different initial points. For this purpose, we select Normal distribution with mean 10. We implement our algorithm with initial points 5,10 and 15 and plot the estimated mode over initial 50,000 iterations. We observe that the estimates of the mode in all the three cases converge towards the actual mode having value 10 as the number of iterations increase. This shows that the proposed algorithm is not very sensitive with respect to the initial mode point. These results confirm the practical utility of our algorithm. In this paper, we proposed an online computationally efficient algorithm for computing the mode from the samples of an unknown density. We have provided the proofs for the stability of the iterates and convergence of our algorithm. Next, we did numerical experiments on standard distributions and showed the effectiveness of our algorithm in practice.
In future, we wish to propose second order updates using say the Newton's method in the place of gradient descent.
1 https://github.com/raghudiddigi/Mode-Estimation Newton's method is known to converge faster than the gradient descent method. This estimation of mode may possibly lead to new ideas in Bayesian Statistics. For example the core idea in Maximum Aposteriori Estimate (MAP) is to find the mode of the posterior distribution from the given samples. Another interesting future direction is to obtain finite sample error bounds and rate of convergence results for our algorithm.
